Bachelor’s Degree

For admission to the 4-year bachelor’s degree, depending on the admission model of individual departments, students will either be enrolled in a major directly, or be enrolled to a department and choose a major within the department after completing their first year of study.

Department of Architecture and Civil Engineering
- Department of Architecture and Civil Engineering (options: BEng Architectural Engineering, BEng Civil Engineering, BSc Surveying) [JUPAS Catalogue No: JS1212]
- Architectural Engineering [JUPAS Catalogue No: JS1213]
- Civil Engineering [JUPAS Catalogue No: JS1214]
- Surveying [JUPAS Catalogue No: JS1215]

Department of Biomedical Engineering
- Biomedical Engineering [JUPAS Catalogue No: JS1211]

Department of Computer Science
- Computer Science [JUPAS Catalogue No: JS1204]

Department of Electrical Engineering
- Computer and Data Engineering
- Electronic and Electrical Engineering*
- Information Engineering
* Change of major title from “Electronic and Communication Engineering” to “Electronic and Electrical Engineering” is subject to approval of the University.

Department of Materials Science and Engineering
- Materials Science and Engineering [JUPAS Catalogue No: JS1210]

Department of Mechanical Engineering
- Mechanical Engineering
- Nuclear and Risk Engineering [JUPAS Catalogue No: JS1207]

Top-up Bachelor’s Degree

Department of Architecture and Civil Engineering
(For Advanced Standing II admission only)
- Architectural Studies
  (For holders of associate degree or higher diploma in Architectural Studies or an equivalent qualification) [Admission Code: BG20]

Department of Systems Engineering and Engineering Management
(For Advanced Standing II admission only)
- Systems Engineering and Management [Admission Code: 1697A]

Associate Degree

Department of Architecture and Civil Engineering
- Architectural Studies [JUPAS Catalogue No: JS1093]

Division of Building Science and Technology
- Building Services Engineering
- Construction Engineering and Management
- Surveying [JUPAS Catalogue No: JS1091]